Deter Plagiarism and Promote Academic Excellence

Turnitin Feedback Studio is the only comprehensive online learning solution proven to deter plagiarism and foster a culture of academic integrity. It empowers instructors with time-saving grading and personalized feedback tools that engage students and develop critical thinkers.

Deliver Timely Feedback and Drive College and Career Readiness

Feedback Studio’s intuitive feedback and grading tools improve instructor efficiency and build student skills, so they’re better prepared to enter the 21st-century workforce.

81% Students believe that Feedback Studio helped them avoid plagiarism

77% Students believe that Feedback Studio helped them become better writers

1 Turnitin (2016). From Here to There: Students’ Perceptions on Feedback Goals, Barriers, and Effectiveness.
Engage Students from First to Final Draft Across the Curriculum

Check for Similarity – The world’s most comprehensive collection of internet, academic, and student paper content ensures reliable results when checking student work for text similarity.

Original Insights – Determine when students have deliberately manipulated text to bypass integrity checks.

Feedback Fast – Save time with custom or pre-defined drag-and-drop comment libraries or reach your students with voice and text comments.

Accelerate Assessment – Grade objectively and consistently with standards-aligned rubrics and show students how specific parts of their work impact their grade.

Peer Review – Encourage discussion and reflection among students in your classes. Automatically distribute work and collect student feedback anonymously.

All instances of similarity are displayed in the Match Breakdown.

Leaves personalized feedback with a text or voice comment.

“Feedback Studio encourages you to work harder at putting your thoughts into words. Good writing skills will help you advance in your classes and career.”

Mishari Husien
Student, California State University East Bay
Integrations

Feedback Studio is designed to complement your teaching workflows by integrating seamlessly with a variety of leading Learning Management Systems (LMS) including Blackboard, Canvas, Brightspace, Moodle, and dozens more.

Support

When you partner with Turnitin, dedicated onboarding and support teams are available every step of the way—from implementation and onboarding to training and optimization. Only Turnitin has 24/7 global support in multiple languages and across all timezones.